Skype Conference agenda April 2015

**Date/Time:** April Thursday 9, 2015 @ 9:00 AM PST, 12:00 Noon EST, 17:00 GMT, 18:00 CET

**Skype call:** Christen Hedegaard will initiate the skype conference call from Skype name christen.hedegaard.kb

**Moderator:**

**Notetaker:**

**Attendees:** Please add Skype name christen.hedegaard.kb to your contact list

**Agenda & Notes**

1. **Roll call and additional agenda items**
   a. Moderator: Proposal: Christen Hedegaard
   b. Notetaker:
2. **Any comments to the minutes from last Skype conference meeting.**
3. **Discussion of Scope & Objectives** for the Hydra Digital Preservation Interest Group
   a. What to report on the next Hydra connect meeting?
      i. Proposal: A brief answer to the questions listed on the main page of the Hydra Digital Preservation Interest Group
      ii. Example answer to the question “Does the Hydra architecture, and push towards gemification, offer the potential to plug in OPF or other preservation tools and utilities as standard, modular components?”: Yes it is possible to add potential plug in preservation tools from other communities. FITS has been implemented in a Gem. KBDK is in progress of adding the OPF tool Flint.
4. **Ongoing Digital Preservation activities**
   a. University of Hull, London
      i. Report from Archivematica testing
   b. The Royal Library, Copenhagen, Denmark:
      i. Hydra activities in 2015
      c. <Please insert:> Name of institution: Activity
5. **Update of DPG tasklist**
6. **Next Meeting(s)?**
   a. May the 21st
7. **Any Other Business**